Chapter 2: Molecular sensors based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer to visualize cellular dynamics.
Visualizing a variety of signaling events in the native cellular environment is now possible with the advent of genetically encodable fluorescent labels like green fluorescent proteins made de novo by living cells themselves. The focus of this method chapter is on genetically encodable molecular sensors based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) for visualization of cellular dynamics. This chapter discusses the process of developing a molecular sensor, from choosing donor-acceptor pairs to designing the protein modules that actually sense the signaling events. A few examples of biosensors are discussed to showcase the designs of such FRET-based sensors for live-cell imaging of signaling events. Subsequently, Section III covers the experimental procedure of DNA work, microscope instrumentation, data collection through imaging acquisition, data comprehension, and evaluation. Furthermore, a case study of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway using a series of FRET sensors highlights the tremendous potential of the method in exploring relevant biological systems.